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Hi all. A quick guide to creating a Kanna meso mule - gear, range, strategy, etc. thanks to the OP Reboot of Canna, which helped me put this together. Basics: All AP's Int.Hyper stat: Max from DF - this will increase your max mana from 100 to 150. Speed for faster production. The skills used by Ikishin - enlarging caviar, killing monsters in
between the black curse (hyper skill at 150) - it activates the bubble and kills the monsters around you. Tengu Strike - attacks enemies to your left, right; And if you use Tengu twice in a roll, it will be cast by lightning that will hit the monsters on the platform above youOn some maps, Demon Fury / Spirit Corral may be better - depends on
the layout of the map, but check your bets with Battle AnalysisMana Balance - recharges 50 DF, which is enough DF for two Tengu StrikesHaku's Blessing - raises the range, healsVanquisher Charm The easiest way is to roll with the honor exp to Unique and then use the circle for the legendary and then lock the legendary re-roll for the
lines or just keep using the circles until you get the line. It could take 20m to 6bn. Circulators are sold in CS, costing $19MM each in a reboot. Circs are on sale this weekend for $11.35M each. cardPhantom card symbol gives 1-4% meso; depending on your phantom level. 1% if between the level 30-60, 2%, if between the level 61-100,
3%, if between the level 101-199, 4%, if the level is 200 . Pets2-3 pets would be ideal as you would have to manually navigate the map a lot if you only have 1 pet to plunder all the meso bag dropsPets must have Auto Feed and Traffic - Advanced Auto Move Skill - AUTO HPGearTo get to level 150: it activates your hyper skill Blackheart
curse - it's the aura that surrounds you and kills everything around you/below the platform. To get meso gears: max 100% meso derived from your gear (5 pieces of accessories with 20% meso each), 20% meso, Derived on your inner ability (legendary line) - Phantom character card (1-4%); cover 124% meso. zac Facezak EyeHorntail /
Chaos Horntail PendantHornTail earrings (Dea Siddus earrings)Horntail ring (Silver flowering ring)This set will give you a set effect that will help increase the range If you need more range to one shot with Kishin on the agricultural maps: If you can get carried) - Pensalir Cloak - Pensalir shoesUtgard fan (Fafnir or Empress fan if you can
get carried) Use epic potential scrolls/master cubes on them to get % int lines Frozen set of qgt; Pensalir setStrateTurgyn on buffs - curse of the black heart - blessing Haku - the blessing of the Haku Mana's balance, Mana Balance, repeatSet timer at 1:30, loot around the card for 25 seconds, reset the reset (It depends on the map; mining
as often as you need to avoid falling behind the drops) In some cards, it would be better to mix Tengu with (or replace Tengu with) Demon Fury / Spiral Corral.What people usually do not know about KannasYou can equip a fan for HAKU, That will increase your range: Open the window to equip, and on the top tabs, there is a tab called
Haku - put a fan there to increase your magic attackPut your hyper stat in the DF: this will increase your maximum manaBenchmarksIf optimized, 80-100M should be achievable with a 0% meso rate of 1x; 200 M/h with the maximum meso getY meso rate will be much lower if you can't one shot mobs with kishin and/or black heart curse
and/or tengu. Hope it helps; post below if any questions.alliePage 2 23 comments Einige Word-Funktionen k'nnen in Google Docs nicht angezeigt werden und werden bei entferntDetails anzeigenLetzte Anderungen anzeigen One of the most important things in MapleStory becomes enough Mesos to power your equipment, In the reboot
you need to do everything yourself and it will take a ton of Mesos. Below we'll discuss all the ways you can make Mesos and how to get started. All the ways to make Mesos are: Getting 120% Mesos Received Wealth Legion Lv. 3 and Wealth PotionMaple Tour UrsusSailering Intense Power CrystalsExtracting Philosophical Stones Mining
Primary Essence Crusader Coins / Silent Crusade What Is Kanna Agriculture? If you've been looking around on how to make Mesos then you've probably heard of Canna Farming. This is where you do Canna and gear it up so that he can one shot mobs on high level cards and rake in Mesos. Thus, you can make about 500 million per
hour, not counting the legion and wealth of potions, 120% Meso Received on lvl 225 card. Personally, I don't like this method because I believe it takes pleasure from the game. This is a super effective method, but you should invest a lot of time in making Canna strong enough to do so. Don't forget pets are really important when it comes
to Meso Farming! To get the best results, you need 3 pets with Auto Move and Advanced Auto Move Skill. If you buy pets try to take advantage of Wonderberry, where you can get a permanent pet and sometimes come with craftsmanship. What is Meso Received and how to get 125% of Mesos Received is a potential line that you can get
on the legendary potential item. Mesos Received can only be obtained on accessories items such as, rings, pendants, face accessory, eye accessory, and earrings. There is a limit to how much Mesos Received % you can get from items. That's 100%. You can get over 1 line of Mesos Received per item, just make sure you don't go more
than 100% when you add up the potentials of all your items. For to get the other 20% you need to get your internal ability (IA) to legendary and reset until you have The Mesos Received Line. The best way to get the legendary IA and Mesos Received, is to use Miracle Circulators until you get legendary and and only block the ability. Then
you use Honor EXP to keep resetting until you get what you want. If you don't block your abilities there is a high probability that you will drop the ability of the ranks when using the EXP honor. There is a way to squeeze a little more Mesos Received %, and this through the phantom legion of ability. If you make a Phantom you will get a
1/2/3/4/5% Meso rate for rank B/A/S/SS/SSS. Rank SSS: Level 250Rank SS: Level 200-249Rank S: Level 140-199 Rank A: Level 100-139 Rank B: Level 60-99 Meso Received should only be obtained by the character you are going to use to farm with. Characters that have really good mobbing and complete map attack skills that you
should get these lines. The reason is, it takes precious basic lines of statistics and everything else you need to increase your range and make bosses. It will take about 2 bil Mesos, depending on your luck, to get the equipment for Mesos Received. Ideally, you want Equip to have 2 Mesos Received Lines and Drop Rate up the line. This
way you can use the least number of items and max on the damage. It takes a ton of luck to do though, and probably not worth rolling one piece of equipment over and over again until you get it. If you are going to make an agricultural character with Mesos Received, you will need to know about the wealth of Legion Lv. 3 coupons and the
wealth of potions. The best place for a Mesos farm has changed a lot over the years, and the best answer is usually the farm on the cards that condense - your range levels, you can one shot. How to Get Wealth Acquisition of Potion/Recipe Wealth Acquisition of Potion increases your Meso acquisition rate by 20% within 2 hours. Lv.3
Legion Wealth coupon will increase your Meso profits by 50%. If you farm with Fury Totems you know that you should maximize your earnings as much as you can in those 2 hours. Having both of them while on Fury Totem and Max Meso Got will net you a lot more Mesos, so it's worth the investment. Wealth Acquisition potions can be
obtained by crafting. First, you need a recipe that you can get from boss drops. So, do all your bosses (zak, RA, Hilla, Cygnus, Horntail, Arcarium, Ranmaru) daily and you get crystals of power and a chance at a wealth acquisition recipe. Below is the recipe. Juniper Berry Oil seeds can be obtained from a collection of purple herbs in an
expert secret patch of grass at Ardentmill. Philosophical stones can be obtained from Pensalir's extractive gears. Try to get to Alchemy lvl 10 or have a chance to fail. DO NOT qualify for the recipe until you are ready, because the recipe only lasts for one day. Make sure to get all the materials then claim and ships near the alchemist in
Ardentmill. Getting Wealth Legion Lv. 3 Coupon Legion Wealth Lv. 3 coupons of the Legion Coin Shop and the cost of 70 coins. Buy 4 (30 minutes each) of them if you want to last 2 hours at the same time as Fury Totem and Wealth Acquisition Potion. The Maple Tour Daily Maple Tour is a daily find and I highly recommend you do both
your free runs every day. If you are you Maple glasses from events or you bought them, you should use them on maple tour. There are a total of 7 runs a day with 2 of them for free and the rest costing Maple Points. This will net you about 1 billion Mesos if you do all 7 during the week and about 380 million if you do 2 per day for a week.
The maple tour can be found with fast movement and a sized mirror. After each clear you get a maple coin, use these coins in the Maple Tour Shop (Travel Bag next to Lulu Spinel) and buy Meso Piggy Bank for each Mesos. How to buy Maple Points in a reboot Since you can't directly buy Maple Points in a reboot, you have to buy prepaid
NX, (Karma Koin, Razer Gold) go to the character in the world without rebooting and buying it at the box office there. Since this account is wide, regardless of the NX you buy, it will be available in all worlds. YOU HAVE TO BUY A PREPAID. NX Credit can't buy Maple Points. Ursus Daily Ursus is another good way to earn Mesos daily and
now 2x Mesos all the time, not just 2 hours a day. Depending on your rank you can earn more Mesos. The S rank will give you about 30 million per start and you can make a maximum of 3 runs. To get a higher ursus you need to have more harm and save people. If you can catch people, you will be able to earn an SSS rank that gets you
a medal and more Mesos. Selling Intense Crystals Nutrition Guide Collector allows you to sell 70 crystals a week and if you notice, you can get over 70 per week. Thus, the best power crystals for sale will be ranked below. Weekly and Chaos Bosses will always cost a lot, so make sure to get and sell as many of them as you can. Weekly
bosses to sell them should be prioritized and give the most Meso for power Crystal. CRA (4 doors) Lotus / Damien Hard Hill Hard Magnus Princess No. Cygnus Chaos zacum Chaos Pink Bean Chaos Papulatus Lucid Total 14 Daily Bosses These bosses are worth less than weekly but still worth about 8 million. Hard Ranmaru Normal
Papulatus Normal Arcarium Chaos Horntail Normal Pink Bean Normal Magnus von Bon Total No 49 It's not worth as much but should be received if you can't get all the weekly boss crystals. RA Normal Hill zacum These bosses can also be done on another character in the same world. So if you need a few more Mesos, make these
bosses a link or mule characters. Since they share storage you can just make your Mesos there. Getting the philosophical stones extracted from the Pensalir Gear is a great way to get rid of your Equip tabs while making decent Mesos. First, you have to align the alchemy in order to unlock the extraction. Check out this article for fast
profession skills. Once you've done that, go out and fill your tab with Pensalir Gear. Pensalir Gear is best used to extract from behind the level. Then go to Adrentmill and click on the bottom right extract button or go to alchemy and prey. Place all your Pensalir and get these philosophical stones. They sell for 300K each Can clean you a
good amount of stones. As you mine the primary essence and confusing fragments during the game you have to notice the mysterious herbs and veins. Always harvest them! Drops can help with aligning your profession and you can get primary essence and confusion fragments. They both sell for a tonne of Mesos, 10 Mil and 1.5 million
respectively. They can also be used to help work out high-level gears like Dominator suspensions. Silent Crusader Coin Shop When defeat by the bosses, they will drop crusader coins. Crusader coins can be used to buy mysterious meso bags in the Silent Crusade Coin Shop for a random amount of mesos. There are other things to buy
in the store, but, Meso Pouches are the best to get. Go to your key bindings and find the Silent Crusade button, which is all you need to access the Silent Crusade Shop. Shop. maplestory reboot kanna farming guide. maplestory reboot kanna meso farming guide
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